
One of the consequences of improved medical care is that people are living longer and life expectancy is increasing.

Do you think the advantages of this development outweigh the disadvantages?

From many years ego, people were seeking for the elixir of youth. Then, living longer was an important aim for the 
humanity.

Nowadays, scientists discover things that increase life expectancy and help people to live longer. In fact, living longer is a 
controversial issue which has many advantages and disadvantages as well.

In my estimation, the advantages of this development outweigh the disadvantages.

First of all, we can have our family and the ones one’s whom we love, longer and enjoy living together for many more 
years.

Also, I suppose when people know that they can live longer, they will be more relaxed and they won’t be in a have rush 
and be tense for things like getting marriagemarried, collecting money or having babies. In such situations, they can live 
more comfortablye and  easilyeasier.

From one aspect, some people who are very useful for the society and the world, can live longer and help human beings 
to have a better life. However,   from another point of view, bad people with all their wickedness’ will live longer as well.

In relation with/as for the disadvantages, the pressing issue of this development is increasing the population which may 
cause lots of problems, although scientists have been finding remedies like living in other planets.

Also Regarding to soaring/increasing/the increase in the age of marriage and having children, the population will be old 
and in this case, the society will get involved with problems.

To wrap it up, despite of the fact that living longer is an interesting issue, I am doubtful if living longerit makes me 
happier.in my humble opinion, the quality of living is more important than its length/the length of it.


